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Pathfinder Press—Booth 2907—features books on the roots of the war in Ukraine
and the deepening worldwide crisis of capitalism
All titles 25% off at ALA 2022 conference!
PATHFINDER PRESS—Booth 2907—will feature books discussing the economic,
political, and moral crisis of capitalism today. Titles include U.S. Imperialism Has Lost the
Cold War; The Opening Guns of World War III; Malcolm X, Black Liberation, and the Road to
Workers Power; The Jewish Question; and Pathfinder’s newest title, Labor, Nature, and the
Evolution of Humanity.
With over 400 titles in English, Spanish, French, Farsi, and Arabic, Pathfinder books are an
essential part of the deepening discussion among working people, farmers, and youth
looking for a way forward as they face the rapidly deteriorating conditions of life, along
with capitalism's unending wars. Titles address key social and political questions facing
working people today: Russia's war against Ukraine; trade union and labor struggles;
attacks on hard-won democratic rights; defense of Cuba’s socialist revolution; the fight
against antisemitism and racism ; the battle to defend and extend women’s rights and
more.
Pathfinder offers speeches and writings of revolutionary and working-class leaders
including among others Karl Marx and Frederick Engels, V.I. Lenin, Fidel Castro, Che
Guevara, Thomas Sankara, Malcolm X, Rosa Luxemburg, Mary-Alice Waters, Jack Barnes,
and Vilma Espín.
These primary source materials are published with attractive photo sections,
introductions, maps, glossaries, and indexes which make the material far more accessible
to readers unfamiliar with the people and events discussed in the books.
All Pathfinder books will be 25% off during the ALA conference. To view the entire
Pathfinder catalogue, please visit our web site at www.pathfinderpress.com.
And be sure to drop by the Pathfinder booth at #2907.
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